HEBREWS—HANDOUT 23

Hebrews 12

Structure:

11:39 ______ 12:1 ______

2 _______ ___ ______

3 _______ ___ ______

4 _______ __

5 ___ ___

6 __

7 ___ ___

8 _______

9 _______

10 _______

(10) _______ _______ (11)

14 _______ _______

18 ___  Not ______

22  Have ______

25 ___

28 _____

29 _____

Mirror Paradigms of Conformity to Christ (vv. 1-17)

v. 2  v. 2
v. 1  v. 23

v. 2  v. 7
Esau: Mirror Reflection of Conformity to Christ? (vv. 15-17)

Two Antitheses: 18-24; 25-28

Eschatological Antitheses
1. Redemptive-Historical
2. Cosmic-Critical

Mountain

Phenomena

Response

“Have come” that city is _______________________
But ____ “have come” _______________________
State: ____________________
Cosmic-Critical Antithesis (25-28)

Cosmic:
  merismus (26)
  Totality of
  Finality of
  hapax

Removal from existence (27)
  What is ________
  What can be ________
  What is ________
  What is ________
  What is ________
  What is ________

Why this removal, etc.?
  So that

Not Removed from existence (27)
  What is ________
  What can ________
  What is ________
  What is ________
  What is ________
  What ________

What is received from that dimension that the Triune God possesses: